Pilgrimage to a Sacred Place

Thanksgiving Ceremony
Blessing an Ancient Temple
and all that lives in, on and from the soil
The high point north of Council Grove, Kansas seems to be a sacred site
with wide regional influence where humans gathered for centuries
to renew the connections between Heaven and Earth—a Temple.
Harvest’s end is the time in the Circle of Life to honor the sources of life
and abundance. Our blessings sustain the circle for the new year.
All who love the Earth as Mother, Gaia and Divine Feminine are invited
to join my journey to a sacred site for a simple Earth Blessing ceremony.
Noon, in heart-centered, prayer-filled process, we will spread full spectrum
sea minerals to the Seven Directions as physical & metaphysical blessing
to renew the land’s abundance for healthy harvests in future years.

Saturday, November 19
morning Travel to White Memorial Camp
11am Assemble to prepare for Blessing Ceremony
noon

Earth Blessing

Sacred Space

White Memorial Camp
1271 S. 1050 Road, Council Grove, KS 66846

www.whitememorialcamp.com

ceremony to the 7 directions
spread sea minerals & prayers on sacred soils
1pm

Sacred Site Tour
I will show ‘n tell discoveries of my previous two visits—
waterflows, springs, ley lines, vortexes, energy plants—
and explain the significance of subtle energy anatomy.

4pm

Temples in the Land
Uniting Heaven and Earth

In ancient times, temples were places to transcend physical
dimensions and access spiritual awareness. In earlier millennia,
humans formed temples from the land itself, and secret societies
protected this wisdom in centuries of war and darkness. Today,
Earth asks awakening humans to gather at ancient holy places for
ceremony & celebration to honor life’s sources, to pray for peace.

Turtle Island Community Feast
6pm
Camp staff will cook a basic ceremonial feast. Please bring a
personal holyday dish to share. $15 minimum donation.
7pm

Star Dreams
The Mystery of Crop Circles

An award-winning documentary movie looks deeply into one
of the greatest mysteries of our time. Every year, hundreds of
elaborate designs are spun and woven in wheat and other grain
fields by methods that baffle science. Veteran investigators
believe these complex, beautiful patterns are communications
from intelligent beings in higher dimension time. We will end with
a meditation to invite more crop circles to appear in Kansas.

Sunday, November 20

Sacred Site Survey
In my two visits to White Memorial Camp, I had little time to
explore a huge site. My initial glimpses in March 2008 suggest a
regional center in the subtle energy web that was used for sacred
ceremony in earlier millennia. Discoveries in April 2011 support
my initial views, but dramatically expand the site’s subtle energy
anatomy to extra-ordinary scale and significance.
I will devote a full day Sunday to survey and map new areas
of this remarkable land. Beginning with a sunrise observation, I
will cover as much land as possible by sunset.
I have only one hand and other disability. I move slowly with
difficulty. I welcome helpers to assist in this effort. This day isn’t
formal teaching, but serious, silent, focused survey work. I have
limited time to walk and sketch a large area with difficult terrain
and unusual subtle energy anatomy.
There is no charge to join this activity, but you will learn a lot.
I happily accept donations to support this work, and gratefully give
a third to Kansas Sustainable Living initiatives.
For information about White Memorial Camp as sacred site:
www.dyarrow.org/WhiteDragon
David Yarrow’s work with water and dowsing:
www.dyarrow.org/WaterAngel
Sea minerals for soil renewal and biological regeneration:
www.dyarrow.org/soil

No fee to join the noon Blessing Ceremony. Please register in advance so we can plan
Blessing Ceremony & Community Feast
However, sea minerals cost $.50/lb.
for everyone’s comfort and joy.
At 1 ton/acre, a 50# bag covers 1200 sq. ft.
I will spread 100 lbs. on my own expense.
Contact: Pat Embers
Can you spread a bag? Two bags?
785-410-3627
embers1@cox.net
I ordered one ton delivered to the Camp,
and you can buy some from me.
Pat will also take your order for sea mineral
Please order your minerals before Nov. 17
bags for the Blessing Ceremony.

Overnight Lodging
is available in Camp cabins

White Memorial Camp
1271 S. 1050 Road, Council Grove, KS 66846

www.whitememorialcamp.com
Contact: Sara Shaw, Manager
620-767-5165
wmcucc@tctelco.net

